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Teleperformance is
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Laramie Project raises bar
c indy liu, ’09 & S ARAH Watson, ’11

N

othing exciting had ever happened in Laramie, Wyoming. The
town was small and quiet. Everybody knew everybody. However,
on Oct. 7, 1998, the peace Laramie had previously known was
shattered by the death of Matthew Shepard. He was found
brutally beaten and tied to a fence in sub-freezing temperatures. Shepard,
Epic theatre differs from the Dramatic
21, was attacked and robbed by two young men who targeted him because
of his homosexuality. He died on Oct. 12 in Fort Coma, Colorado.
Dramatic Theatre
Epic Theatre
“The Laramie Project,” the theatre adaptation of the event that
became known as a national symbol of intolerance, will be performed
Gives the audience “sensations” Forces the audience to form
in the UAHS Little Theatre on May 8, 9 and 10. According to director
opinions
Greg Varner, “The Laramie Project’s” unique style and controversial
Spectators are drawn into the
Spectators are detached,
content will challenge its actors and audiences, expanding the theatre
story
watching from the outside
department’s development.
One of the many challenges of “The Laramie Project” is the challenge
Audience focuses on the end of Audience focuses on the
that it presents to its actors. According to the Director’s Concept Varner
the story
journey to the end
wrote to introduce the play to the administration, “The Laramie Project” is
One scene develops into
Each scene is independent of
an Epic Play, more specifically, a Bertolt Brechtian Epic Play. The concept
another
the next
of the Brechtian Epic Play sets the stage as the center of discussion, where
the actors are merely presenters of many different viewpoints that do not
Is a suggestion
Is an argument
necessarily lead to clean cut conclusions. In this type of play, each student
must act as an actor or actress in the Tectonic Theater Company, who
criticized those who shy away simply because of the controversy.
originally put on the play and also as multiple residents from the Laramie
“If you don’t do something because it’s controversial, you’re just like
community. Having these layered identities help audiences and performers
bowing to public opinion; you don’t avoid change [just] because some
connect, making the experience more tangible and more real in the sense
people don’t like it,” McNamee said.
that it touches everyone’s lives. However, forcing the actors to morph into
Sophomore Erin Mellon said that “The Laramie Project” offers more
several different characters throughout the show will challenge them like
than controversy.
few other shows do.
“‘The Laramie Project’ is such a fantastic play that the controversy is
Varner said the non-traditional style of “The Laramie Project,” along
just lost in the humanity,” Mellon said.
with other recent improvements in the Theatre department will start to
Despite the seemingly controversial nature of the story, many, such as
establish UAHS as a school that is serious about theatre.
Principal Kip Greenhill, still have high hopes for the play.
“Academically, musically, and professionally, ours is a legacy of
Greenhill said this play will spark open discussions between staff
excellence... ‘The Laramie Project’ is a difficult, important play. It’s a barand students.
raiser for UAHS—and the residents of UA are traditionally bar raisers,”
“‘The Laramie Project’ is about not judging others based on race,
Varner said.
religion, gender or sexual orientation,” Greenhill explained. “I want it
Because “The Laramie Project” is an Epic Play, the many interpretive
to be a beacon to help open
morals are often times messy
discussions about how we
and difficult to pick out. In
“We find reasons not to commect [with people who are diifferent]. up
should treat other people.”
his Director’s concept, Moisés
Instead we should try to understand each other, even without
Varner seconds Greenhill’s
Kaufman, the original director
call for tolerance.
of “The Laramie Project”, said,
completely agreeing with each other.”
““It’s important that people
“This wasn’t the Matthew
Director Greg Varner start looking at who the people
Shepard story. This was “The
are in their lives, how we can
Laramie Project”. So it wasn’t
enjoy the people in our lives and how we can be grateful,” Varner said. “We
about [Matthew’s parents], and it wasn’t about Matthew…we were telling
find reasons not to connect [with people who are different]. Instead we
the story of that night and how that night affected the town.”
should try to understand each other, even without completely agreeing with
The melting pot of reactions of the townspeople to Shepard’s death
each other. This is a great school with huge potential, and the only thing
often openly contradict each other, allowing for countless interpretations
that works against us is us.”
for audience members.
Varner said another challenge of “The Laramie Project” is to avoid
Varner pointed out the last line of the play, by Matthew Shepard’s
over-simplification in any form, which would include classifying “The
parents, as one of the key points of “The Laramie Project”: “Go home, give
Laramie Project” as a play revolving around homosexuality. In the Director’s
your kids a hug, and don’t let a day go by without telling them that you
Concept, Varner states,
love them.”
“Homosexuality is the vehicle for the lesson in the play; it is the
“The Laramie Project’s” incorporation of many different perspectives
issue that serves as the hub for the text. But the focus of the play is
and of homosexuality makes it a play with debatable morals.
much more important than ‘Are you pro or anti?’ It is a play about
“This show takes a daring approach to bringing controversy literally
humanity and the power we each have to enhance or harm the lives of
center stage and challenging its audience to respond,” Varner said.
those around us.”
Although homoseuality is a sensitive topic, junior Connor McNamee

source | University of Southern Queensland
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Senior Michelle Hayman was one of many seniors to work at a polling location in Upper Arlington during the March 4 Ohio Primary.
For many seniors, this was their first opportunity to participate in the democratic process.

Rocking the Vote
Clinton, McCain win Ohio Primary, but
student opinions tell a different story
pAtrick magill, ‘11 & corey mcmahon, ‘11

V

oters across Ohio cast their votes on March 4 in hopes of seeing their Presidential
hopeful’s name on the ballot in November. However, statewide results told a very
different story than that of the seniors surveyed at UAHS.
By the end of the night, U.S Senator Hillary Clinton of New York had
been declared as the projected winner in Ohio’s Democratic race by most news
stations. Her victory came at a critical time in the race, as many pundits had
begun to count her out. Even former President Bill Clinton admitted the Clinton

campaign could not
continue without a victory
in Texas and Ohio.
Despite the momentum
in rival U.S. Senator Barack
Obama’s favor, Clinton pulled
out a victory in Ohio by 10
percent, along with victories
in Texas and Rhode Island.
On the Republican side,
U.S. Senator John McCain of
Arizona had a decisive victory
in Ohio, beating rival former
Governor Mike Huckabee
by 25 percentage points. He
also won Texas, Rhode Island
and Vermont, securing the
Republican nomination.
However, the final results
dramatically contradict the
majority opinion of UAHS
students. In a voluntary
Arlingtonian homeroom
survey of 119 seniors, Obama
emerged as the most popular
candidate, receiving support
from 62 percent of voters. (For
full results of the Ohio Primary,
see information graphics below.)

Youth at the Booth

According to government teacher Doug Rinehart, more
students were involved in the 2008 Primary election than in
years past, working at polls and attending rallies.
“It’s always good if [students] can find a candidate they
truly believe in,” Rinehart said.
He said that seniors this year are trying to become informed on
the issues, and that more and more enter the process each election.
Rinehart applauded the Kids Voting program, which
allowed some students to work at polls.
“Somewhere from 75 to 100 students worked on [March
4], and another 75 to 100 will work in November,” he said.
Senior Glenn DiNicola was one of the seniors who worked
at the polls on election day.
“It was a good experience, and we really helped because
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they have a shortage of workers,” he said.
Rinehart agreed that UA helped to make a difference.
“There’s a shortage [of workers] nationwide, and we’re actually doing
something to help here in central Ohio.”

1315 W. Lane Ave.
Upper Arlington,
Ohio 43221
(614) 485-9600

The Youth Frontrunner

Senior Jackie DeLaney is one of the many seniors to cast a vote for Obama
of Illinois; he has been the heavy favorite among young voters.
“I feel that he can change the nation and that he has good ideas,” DeLaney
said, adding that she feels Obama can work with people to solve problems that
are important to people.
DeLaney said the UAHS government teachers are part of the reason
more students are voting and becoming involved in politics—because
of their encouragement to become involved. Some government teachers
even offered extra credit for attention at rallies and events.
DiNicola said he also supports Obama and cast his vote for the
Illinois senator on March 4.
“[Clinton and Obama] are close on the issues, but I think Obama is a
trustworthy politician. He won’t lie or play all the political games,” DiNicola said.
Rinehart noticed the advantage Obama has with UA students.
“Obama has really resonated with young voters across the U.S.; the same
is the case here in UA,” he said. “That’s a very unscientific conclusion, but I
believe it’s pretty accurate.”
Rinehart said he also noticed another possible trend of importance. He
explained that a student in his class voluntarily told the class that she and her
mom voted for Clinton, while her brother and dad voted for Obama.
“I don’t know if it falls on gender lines, but many women are pulling for
Clinton while more men are leaning toward Obama or some other candidates.”

Down to the Issues
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Across the state, the economy emerged as the most important issue on
March 9, with 59 percent of voters agreeing with that statement, according
NBC exit polls.
“My parents are trying to sell their house, and they’re going to lose a bunch of
money,” DiNicola said. “The economy is in the pits right now.
“Other than that, the war is the most important issue,” DiNicola
continued. “I think we need to get out of Iraq.”
Foreign policy and healthcare are also very important topics, DeLaney said.
“It’s time we do something about them,” she said.
Despite the difference in priorities among students, the candidates will
continue to spell out their policies and voters eagerly await the results of the
14 remaining Primaries, and eventually the general election
“I’m hopeful that even more students will get out and vote in
November,” Rinehart said.
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2008:Dinner

Prom

and a Dance
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New prom creates
controversy between
administration, students

Jessica banchefsky, ‘09, Leah johnston, ‘10 & K risty helscel, ‘11

P

prom is considered to be one of the
highlights of high school, but in 2007
it was cut short for 125 UA students
after alcohol was found in their limos. Although
prom committee members do not associate the
changes they are making for the 2008 prom with
the events of last year, significant alterations have
been put in place.
This year, the 2008 prom transformation
has sparked a whirlwind of controversy among
students and administration.

“It will be new and different, but beautiful
and elegant… a sophisticated, adult-like
evening,” she said.
She went on to say that there are not many
places in Columbus that would accommodate
anywhere from 500-800 high school students.
“Our choices are limited, but we wanted
something that would still offer students
something that was unique, something that as
far as we know no other school [in Columbus]
has done before,” she said.

the unpredictable Ohio weather that could
potentially ruin the night. However, the prom
committee has already prepared for all types of
calamities, Mayne said. Rain or cold, the prom
will go on.
“It will be under [waterproof ] tents… and if
it’s cold we will have heaters,” Mayne said.
Prom will begin at 6 p.m., and all attendees
must be at COSI by 6:45 p.m. After this
“appetizer hour,” dinner will follow at 7 p.m.,
and finally dancing from 8:30-11:30 p.m.

Location, Location, Location
The new prom location is perhaps one of the
biggest modifications. Previously, prom was held
at PromoWest, but this year it will be held just
outside COSI. This is not the first time the site
of prom has changed. According to principal
Kip Greenhill, in the past 13 years the location
of prom has changed five times.
The COSI location will be unique because
prom will be held outdoors, situated by the
scenic Scioto River.
Junior class adviser Erin Mayne is excited
about the location.

I think it is going to be very different
because it is outside, and beautiful
because it is on the river.

The Golden Ticket
When the committee announced the 2008
ticket price, the $55 fee disappointed senior Charlie
Stewart, as the 2007 prom tickets only cost $20.
“I see nothing good in the price,” he said.
However, Mayne maintained that the price
increase reflects the increase in activities at prom.
“It’s more reasonable than you think… [The
ticket price is] reflective of several things; you are
now paying for an all-inclusive, catered evening.”
Mayne said. “Many students will find it cheaper
and will save money rather than eating at
Morton’s Steakhouse [or a similar restaurant].”

Arlingtonian

junior chase pitman
Junior class treasurer Chase Pitman is very
fond of the selected location.
“I think it is going to be very different
because it is outside, and beautiful because it is
on the river,” he said.
Many students expressed concern for
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Talkback
“I don’t really
like the idea of
dinner being
at the dance,
but I think the
dance sounds
fun overall.”

Senior Andrea McKenzie

“It’s unfair that
our class is
being punished
for last years’
mistakes, and I
am disappointed
with the dinner
dance idea... I
just don’t see how
the new set up will prevent drinking,
but I still think the dance will be fun.”
Senior Michael Schopis

“I had a lot of fun
at prom last year
without drinking
and, and I don’t
mind having
to eat there as
long as I’m with
my friends. I
think prom is
really going to surpise people
and I’m excited to go.”
Junior Meg Riley

“I don’t like
the changes to
prom. I feel that
they are treating
us like little kids
and we have
no freedom.”

Still, some students are concerned that the
price is simply too high. A couple would spend
$110 for the evening plus the cost of other prom
necessities, which can be cost-prohibitive for some.
Mayne said she is empathetic to students’
concerns about the ticket price but also said it
will be worth the money.
Pitman also said the increased ticket price
would be worth the money.
“It’s a pretty fair ticket price because it is
paying for dinner, and I think the food will be
very good,” he said. “If people think about what
the ticket is paying for, they will realize it is
cheaper [than going out to dinner].”
the dinner dance idea
The idea of a dinner dance prom brings
up many issues about the type of food
catered. Vegetarians, those with food allergies
and picky eaters are the main people to
please, and the menu will reflect their
wishes, Mayne said.
“We tried to get something that we think
everyone will enjoy,” Mayne said.
However, many students have negative
feelings about the idea of a dinner dance prom.
“I can see where they are coming from [trying
to avoid drinking beforehand], but I am not a
fan [of the idea],” Stewart said.
The evening will begin with appetizer
hour followed by the main meal. According
to a representative from Creative Cuisine, the
caterer for the event, the dinner will consist
of traditional meat lasagna as well as vegetable
lasagna. There will also be lemon chicken breast,
tossed salad and rolls. For dessert, students
will be presented with a selection of brownies,
cheesecake bars and assorted cookies.
Regardless of some students’ negative
feedback, Mayne said prom is expected to be a
positive experience.
“We’re excited about [dinner] because we

Fast Facts
Event:

UAHS Prom 2008

Date:

April 26, 2008

Place:

COSI

Hours:

6-11:30 p.m.

Ticket Price:

$55

think it is going to be a great opportunity to
bring everyone together, juniors and seniors
alike, and have an evening with classmates you
probably wouldn’t [normally] spend an entire
evening with,” Mayne said. “You get a chance to
bond and to enjoy being together.”
Greenhill agreed, noting that the dinner
dance would 55%
bring students together.
“I like the idea,” Greenhill said. “It creates
YES within the school. Ever
a sense of community
since I’ve been a principal, I started to build on

Prom 2008 Survey: Upperclassmen share their v
Do you plan
to attend prom?

How do you view
the changes to prom?

33% YES
43% MAYBE

Do you think the d
will bring a sense
the junior and

24% POSITIVE

22% MAYBE

40% UNSURE

24% NO

61%

36% NEGATIVE

Junior Kevin Sullivan
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A Dissenting
Voice
One student takes
action in response
to prom changes
Kristy helscel, ‘11

PhotoS| COSI COLUMBUS

N

The prom will be held at COSi, in its outside English Plaza. According to junior class
adviser Erin Mayne, there will be tents set up for the students to eat and dance under.

bringing people together instead of everyone
going off in different directions.”
He said the night will be memorable for seniors.
“They don’t have many more opportunities to
be together” Greenhill explained, “and I think this
is a nice time to do it over dinner. I love the idea.”

Cars, Limos and...Buses?
When the changes to the prom first became
known, rumors began circulating that students
would have to take a school bus from the high
school to the prom location at
COSI. Some envisioned riding a
dirty school bus while wearing an
elegant dress or new tux; however,
this rumor is far from reality.
“Students will be held
dinner dance idea
responsible
for transporting
of community to
themselves to the prom, as
senior class?
usual,” Mayne said.
While students will
be allowed to transport
17% YES
themselves, many wonder if
the 2007 prom committee’s
search of limo’s will be
repeated in 2008. The answer
to that is unclear, but Mayne
said she hopes students take the
NO
matter into their own hands.
“I hope that students will
tell their friends to make good
choices so we can all enjoy a
really great evening,” she said.
source | voluntary arlingtonian survey, march 2008

views
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Learning from Past Mistakes
After poor decisions were made by
some students at last years’ prom, many are
hoping that those situations can be avoided
this year.
Mayne stressed that not drinking creates a
better, safer and healthier environment.
“If we can provide kids with an
opportunity to make better, safer choices
by providing dinner and making it easier to
choose not to drink, then we want to do that,”
Mayne said.
Pitman also encouraged students not to drink.
“You can have fun without being drunk,”
he said. “It’s not worth getting into trouble.”
The question is whether the new prom
dinner dance will reduce drinking beforehand.
According to Greenhill, it could play a role
in decreasing students’ drinking.
“[My] concern isn’t just drinking before
prom, it’s drinking after prom... and it’s
drinking on the weekend after prom,” he said.
“[Students drinking in general is] an issue that
concerns me.”
Greenhill said he believes that the outcome
of the night is up to the students.
“Everyone controls their attitude about
prom,” he said.
As for Pitman, he said he remains excited
about the 2008 prom.
“I think the changes are really going to catch
on,” he said, “The people that go are really
going to enjoy it. It’s going to be great.

march 28, 2008

ot thrilled about the changes
to prom and looking for an
alternative?
Senior Kevin Murray is hoping
to offer just that. Murray is using his
resentment of the changes in prom to
invest in something that he, along with
other like-minded upperclassmen,
would want to attend and enjoy.
Murray, who did not attend UA’s
2007 prom, said he was excited
for his senior prom—only to be
disappointed by the changes.
“There’s no way I’m going to
prom,” he said.
Differing from the UAHS prom, Murray said he is hoping to plan an event
that would be held a week before or
after the UAHS prom, which is scheduled for April 26. This event would be
organized by Murray along with other
interested students. Tickets for this
event would be about $20—compared
to the $55 of the UAHS prom—however, the price wouldn’t include dinner.
The former location of UAHS
proms at Promowest prompted Murray to look into renting the space for
his event; however, the cost of the
space for at least 200 kids is $8,000,
Murray said. This breaks out to
$40 per person, double the price he
was hoping to charge for his event.
Another option he is considering is
with UA Parks & Recreation, which he
hopes will be less expensive.
As for the question of possible
underage alcohol consumption at his
event, Murray said he is determined
to avoid the consequences of others’
poor decisions. He advised his fellow
classmates to be smart and not drink.
According to Murray, the chances of
the ‘other’ prom happening as originally
planned are slim to none. Although the
odds are against him, Murray said he
will be persistent in his efforts.
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AMC Lennox Theater is a popular hotspot for late night movie-goers who want to relax. Sawmill Lanes provides an entertaining bowling experience for those late-night
party-goers who still have energy to spare.

After prom activities

As the dancing comes to an end and the uncomfortable shoes
become unbearable, some begin to wonder: What do we do now?

Jessica banchefsky, ‘09, Leah johnston, ‘10 & K risty helscel, ‘11
Movies

After an exhausting night of
socializing, eating, and dancing,
what could be better than lounging
out in front of a movie with friends?
Fortunately, Columbus offers many
opportunities to do just that. There are
a plethora of theaters within a short
distance of the dance, including AMC
Lennox, The Arena Grand and Drexel
Grandview. If you are hungry, there
is Movie Tavern, or if you are out of
money try Movies 12 at Carriage Place.
According to Internet Movie Database,
the following movies are opening on
April 25: Harold & Kumar Escape from
Guantanamo Bay, Baby Mama, and The
List and Deal (in limited theaters).

12

Guitar Hero

Are your ears yearning for more
music? Do you want to continue the
party just a little bit longer? Try rocking
out with Guitar Hero. Throw off those
painful heels, and grab a guitar. Start on
easy with “When You Were Young” and
progress to “Before I Forget.” Or turn this
into a battle of the bands and compete
with your friends to see who is the
ultimate rock star.

Sleep/ Sleepover

After all those “crazy” moves on
the dance floor, you could use some
rest. Grab a group of friends, some
pillows and blankets and have a good
old-fashioned sleepover. Stay up all

march 28, 2008

night chatting, playing games, or, if you
cannot keep your eyes open any longer,
actually fall asleep. (It’s a novel idea.)
Either way a sleepover is the perfect end
to a fun-filled night.

Bowling

Not only look like a perfect 10, but
knock ‘em down too! Bowling is the
perfect way to relax while still having fun
with friends. Visit local bowling lanes
Sawmill Lanes, Ten Pin Bowling Alley
and Momo’s and spend the rest of the
night having a competition of battle
of the sexes: bowling style. Play with
bumpers for the first game then take
them down and see who gets the most
gutter balls.

Arlingtonian

DiBela Hair and Nails
1359 W Lane Ave
Cols. OH 43221
(614)-486-0465

1397 Grandview Ave., Columbus, OH 43212

For your Hair & Nails

(614) 488-1851

Proms
Dances

John L. Green, Owner

Good Luck Golden Bears!

Got Acne? Got Hair?
Have Dr. Gross
answer all of your questions
to the secrets of beautiful skin.

Call About Face Cosmetic Therapy Center!
1918 Bethel Road Columbus, OH 43220 • 614-457-0448 • www.aboutface-ctc.com

2140 T remont C enter
U pper A rlington , OH 43221
P hone: (614) 486-5336
F ax: (614) 486-5337
www .H uffmans M arket . com
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The Paper Flower
Chicks dig me because
I buy their corsages
from Bloomtastic
Florist!

Monday-Friday: 9 a.m.-6p.m.
Saturday: 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sunday: Closed

Chris Lewis
UAHS Senior

Bloomtastic Florist

2094 Tremont Center
Columbus, OH 43221
(614) 488-8581

ROBERT A. BREWER, JR.,
D.D.S., INC.

4939 Dierker Road
Columbus, OH 43220
614-538-1010

1840 Zollinger Road
Columbus, OH 43221
(614) 457-3927

$3 OFF

Any boutonniere or
corsage order!
Please present when ordering.
One coupon per person.
Expires 4/30/08
14
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Day Trippin’ in Ohio
Adventures are just a short drive away and are the perfect way to spend a spring day
m iegan knoop, ‘10

Zoombezi Bay Water Park
5350 West Powell Rd.
Powell, Ohio 43065
Opening in May, Zoombezi Bay is the
new water park replacing Wyandot
Lake. Admission is $29.99 for adults
and parking is $5. The park will
feature many attractions such as 15
water slides and the Tahitian Twister:
a five person raft that will travel
down a 512 foot course through
drops, loops and dangerous curves.
Zoombezi Bay will also feature an
action river, wave pool, lazy river and
much more. The water park is open
weekends 10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
weekdays 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

70
270

Cincinnati reds
100 Main St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
The Cincinnati Reds begin their season
at home March 31 against the Arizona
Cardinals. Games cost between $7 and
$230 and continue through September. The
baseball game creates an enjoyable day
in the sun. Attractions before and after the
game include the Hall of Fame Museum
featuring the Pete Rose exhibit. Hall of
Fame tickets cost $8 for students and are
open on game days from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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NewPort Aquarium
One Aquarium Way
Newport, Kentucky 41071
Newport Aquarium is located across the Ohio
River in Newport, Kentucky. Discover the 70
exhibits, 14 galleries and several acrylic tunnels
of Marine life daily from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. The
aquarium features penguin encounters, where
guests play with three black footed penguins
for $20. Daily activities include touching sharks,
watching otters, penguins, sharks and other
species being fed and many other exciting
activities. The aquatic wildlife is sure to amaze
you and bring excitement to a spring day.

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
751 Erieside Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
On the banks of Lake Erie sits
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, a
museum for all Rock and Roll Hall
Fans. The Hall of Fame is open
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, with the exception
of Wednesday and Saturday, when
it stays open until 9 p.m. Attractions
include the history of Rock and
Roll, exhibits on legendary rockers,
making your own music and many
others. Admission is $22.
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Cleveland Indians
2401 Ontario St.
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
The Indians electrify the city of Cleveland throughout
spring, summer and fall. Coming off a thrilling season and
winning the American League Central title, the Indians are
projected to have another exciting season. There is no
better way to spend a summer night than eating a ballpark
dog and cheering on the Indians. Tickets range from $8
to $55 and the ballpark is located around two hours away
from Columbus.

Pro Football Hall of Fame
2121 George Halas Dr. NW
Canton, Ohio 44708
The Pro Football Hall of Fame is a sure treat
for all sports fans. Recently renovated, the
hall includes attractions such as memorabilia,
video and audio, bringing to life the game of
football. The museum is located two hours
from Columbus and is open daily from 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m. Only $18, the Hall of Fame will get
you ready for the Pro season.

Hocking Hills State Park
19852 State Route 664
Logan, Ohio 43138
Hocking Hills State Park is located in Hocking county off State Route 664.
Only an hour away from UA, the park provides a taste of nature just outside
of central Ohio. Activities include taking a scenic hike to Old Man’s Cave,
exploring one of Hocking Hill’s many caves, or spending an afternoon
canoeing or kayaking down the Hocking River. Other enjoyable activities
offered at the state park are horseback riding, rock climbing and fishing.
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The Wilds
14000 International Rd.
Cumberland, Ohio 43732
The Wilds is wildlife conservation of animals
from Asia, Africa and North America. Located
an hour and a half away in southeastern Ohio,
the conservation offers Safari tours of their
10,000 acres to view hundreds of endangered
species in open habitats. The tours begin
Memorial Day weekend and continue through
Labor Day. Open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily.
Tours cost $18.
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we all

scream
ice cream
		

for

Leah johnston, ‘10

Outdoor seating provides the
perfect atmosphere to eat a
cold treat on a spring day

m egan knoop, ‘10

S

pring is right around the corner, and the time for ice cream has come. What better way to
celebrate the end of winter than sitting outside in the warm weather with a cone of creamy
delight. After tasting many different flavors, we have come up with a list of the best ice cream
shops to offer outdoor seating. This guide will lead to some of the tastiest treats your taste buds

photo|courtesy Graeter’s

photo|courtesy caffé davinci

will ever encounter. Grab a few friends and try these pleasures that are guaranteed to hit the spot.

Graeter’s ice cream
Address: 1534 W. Lane Ave.
Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Friday-Saturday 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

This quaint caffè offers “a taste of Italy in UA” and will fulfill all your gelato
needs. Although gelato differs in taste to ice cream, it is true to its’ Italian
roots. Boasting many tasty delights, regulars return for donatella. The
outside seating is small, making it difficult for more than two people to enjoy
their treats together, but the gelato is worth the cramped seating.

Is there any other ice cream shop as classic as Graeter’s? We do not think
so. This is a must-try for all, if you have not already experienced its greatness.
Favorite flavors include black raspberry chip, mocha chip and buckeye blitz. The
outdoor seating is one of the best in central Ohio. Sitting on wood benches with
a cup of ice cream in the company of friends is a UA ritual.

photo|courtesy jeni’s ice cream

photo|courtesy cold stone creamery

Caffè DAVinci
Address: 3080 Tremont Rd.
Hours: Monday-Thursday 10:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
Friday 10:30 a.m.-10p.m. Saturday 4 p.m.-10 p.m.

Cold Stone Creamery
Address: 1574 N. High St.
Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Friday-Saturday 11:30 a.m.-Midnight

Jeni’s Ice Cream
Address: 1281 Grandview Ave.
Hours: Sunday-Thursday 12 p.m.-10 p.m.
Friday-Saturday Noon-11 p.m.

Cold Stone brings ice cream lovers the freedom of combining several
elements. Beloved flavors include cake batter and cheesecake, and
for toppings gummy bears and M&M’s. The creamery is located in a
great social area on campus. Outdoor tables give customers a blend
of the social scene of OSU with a cool cup of ice cream to dazzle their
taste buds.

Jeni’s provides unique flavors that are delightfully surprising. The ice cream
shop changes its flavors seasonally. Some of the favorites are Kentucky
bourbon, salty caramel and gravel road. Each flavor is homemade and
is truly a satisfaction for the tongue. Jeni’s is located in the heart of
downtown Grandview. The small, round tables outside are perfect to eat
ice cream on a warm spring day with a group of friends.
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Climbing the Rock

my foot slightly to get a better hold. My other foot slides across the
rock as I push myself up. My knee buckles as I put my weight on it.
To rock climb, climbers have to have strong arms. However, I find
it easier to push myself up with my legs whenever possible.
Desperate, I swing out my hand and hook my pinky into a
hole the size of a penny. I wince as the rock digs into my skin. My
large piece of rock jutting out of
dangling foot finds purchase in a fairly large hole. Digging my toes
the wall is in my face. My hand
into the hole with my left foot, I work my right foot up the crack. I
slides frantically across the top,
continue my slow ascent, nearly falling several times.
but I can’t see anything except
As my toe slides into a miniature hole, I reflect how hard this
the rock in front of me. I try to push
climb would be if I was wearing shoes. Most rock climbers wear
myself up, but I am already standing
rock climbing shoes.
on tiptoe. I am going to fall if I do not
Rock climbing shoes have rubber soles so it is easier to grip
find something to grab. Suddenly, my
the rock, their edges are 90 degree angles so it is not easy to slip
fingers catch on a crack in the rock.
and they are close fitting so the climber can fit their foot into small
Rock climbing may seem
holes easily. Most
bewildering for those who have never
people can’t climb
If you have ever gone rock climbing,
been rock climbing, especially when
without them. My
was it on real rock walls or on plastic walls?
S arah
all the technical aspects have to be
father once tried
Barringer, ‘11
considered. However, it is easy to learn
to climb without
about this unusual sport.
shoes.
Both
On this warm autumn day just a few months ago, we took
My fingers
Real
16.5%
advantage of our last chance to go climbing before winter set in.
find the edge of
Rocks
Plastic
My father, acting as the belayer, tightens his hold on the rope.
a ledge. Near the
6.5%
Rocks
The belayer holds the rope and gives the climber slack and tension
top several flimsy
Never
55.5%
when needed. I begin to haul myself up the rock, hardly breathing.
branches hang
Been
I take a deep breath and push myself close to the rock as I
over the edge of
21.5%
begin to lose my balance. One of the most useful rock climbing
the rock wall. I
techniques is to keep your body close to the rock. It is hard to do,
know better than
but it helps climbers keep their balance while they are climbing.
to grab one, as
Reaching up, I pull myself higher so I am standing on top of a ledge. they are weaker
I turn my head to look down at the people standing below me.
than they appear and often snap. A spider skitters across the
My father relaxes his grip on the rope, but the rope only slips
ledge in front of me. I jerk back in surprise and only just manage
slightly because of the figure eight it is wrapped around. A figure
to keep my grip.
eight is a piece of metal bent to look like the number eight. It is
Pulling my toes free of the crack into which they had been
used to create friction so the rope won’t slip easily if the belayer
wedged, I place my foot in a previous handhold and push myself
loses his grip.
onto the ledge. My hands claw through the dirt covering the top
A friend rummages around in the black bag holding our
of the wall. I knock branches away from my face and finally heave
essentials. She stands and turns around to face me. A bag of gorp,
myself onto the ledge.
which is a mixture of small snacks, is in her hand.
Standing up half way, I feel the branches running across
I turn back to the rock in front of me and look up,
my back. I look up through the branches and see strips of
searching for a handhold. I reach up and grip a small
color—pieces of webbing. Webbing is tied to the rope and
outcropping. With my other hand, I curl my fingers
the nut so that the rope isn’t rubbing the edge of the wall.
into an indentation in the rock.
Webbing is also much stronger than rope.
“Climbing,” I say so my father knows to grab
The webbing has to be tied to something, if not it would
the rope, even though I am already pulling myself
fall off and then having a rope would be useless. The nut is a
up the wall.
manmade object, which can be wedged into a crack and then the
As my feet scramble across the rock, I feel the
webbing can be tied to it.
rope tighten and the double figure eight knot hits my
I push the branches away from my face and touch the top
chest. The double figure eight knot is one of the most
of the rock wall. I smile briefly at the people on ground before
important knots for climbers. The knot is doubled to
grabbing a handhold and letting my feet fall from the rock ledge.
create a loop, which can then be connected to the
Climbers are supposed to climb back down a wall once they
climber’s harness.
get up, but I think it’s hard enough to climb up without having
Double Figure to climb down as well.
My feet slip from the small ledge they are shoved
Eight Knot
onto. Suddenly, I fall from the rock and for a terrifying
As my father lowers me, I continually reach out and touch
moment I continue to fall, but then I jerk to a stop. As I
the wall to make sure I don’t swing . which can cause injures.
swing back and forth, I shove my hands into a hole and bring myself
My feet hit the ground and I stumble slightly.
to a stop.
“Alright,” I say, untying the double figure eight knot from my
Rock climbing ropes are different than regular ropes. They are
harness, my hands shaking slightly. “Who’s next?”
made to be 10 percent stretchier than regular ropes so climbers are
not jerked to a painful stop.
For more information on rock climbing:
I shove my foot into a crack that is running beside me and twist
Go to http://www.rockclimbing.com/

Outdoor sport offers challenge and thrill
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Juniors anticipate senior perks

P
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Just for laughs

icture this scenario: It is a beautiful
and you spend 48 minutes staring at the
spring afternoon, the sun is shining
ceiling, counting the number of dots in
and the sky is blue. You have
each tile. To top it all off, you really have
just enjoyed a delicious lunch with your
to use the bathroom, but you are not
friends, your stomach is full, and life is
allowed because you used all of your
stress free. There are only two minutes
weekly passes earlier this week. You beg
left in the period as you reach the high
the teacher, but he just tells you to plan
school. Not to worry. Your parking spot
ahead next time. Sound familiar?
is there, empty, waiting for your car to
Luckily, next year this painful scene
occupy it. You casually walk into the
will be a long-forgotten memory.
school as the bell rings, signaling the end
Instead, you will be outside, enjoying
of lunch. Another perfect day.
the wonderful weather and the leisure
As you picture this scene, you
activity of your choice, laughing to
J essica
J amie arkin, ’09
are probably thinking about how crazy it
yourself as you think of all the unlucky
Banchefsky, ’09
sounds and wondering from where this
underclassmen who are stuck in study
impossible dream came. Well, for any juniors who think this dream
hall, staring at the ceiling.
could never be reality, think again. It is a wonderful thing called
Even if you were not excited about senior year before, you
senior year, and it is just around the corner.
certainly are now. Does it sound too good to be true?
Are you not concerned with lunchtime parking? How about
Well, it may in fact be too perfect to be true, thanks to college
parking in the morning? Imagine this: You get up at 6 a.m., rush
applications. Essays have to be written on topics that seem pointless,
through a shower, get dressed lightning
you have to give every detail of the first 18
quick, skip breakfast, leave your house
Think of the glorious possibilities that years of your life to complete strangers,
at 7 a.m. and you still have to walk
and they decide whether you’re good
await you come next September.
through the unpredictable Ohio weather
enough to have a future with them or not.
from halfway down Brandon Road
Perhaps you put your applications off
Relaxing lunch periods ... no more
just to get to school. As you walk, you
until the last minute, just like you always
boring study hall periods ... freedom do with your homework. You can get it
see five feet of space between cars,
too small for your car to fit. Cursing
you always do—but that is not
to pursue the activity of your choice. done,
these so called “jerk parkers” for being
OK with your parents. They ground you
inconsiderate, you slip and slide across
until you finish those essays, and you sit
the unshoveled sidewalk, hoping to avoid an embarrassing fall.
at home, wishing you were out with your friends instead of racking
Does this scene sound like something you have been through
your brain, trying to figure out what this college wants you to say.
many-a-day of your high school career? If so, try not too worry
So sure, college applications will be a big time consumer, and
to much. Soon enough, senior year will come rolling around the
yeah, you will have to keep those grades up to make sure your
corner, and a parking spot will be all yours, a few short steps from
future stays bright, but try not to worry about that. Instead, think
the school, away from all the bad parkers, slippery sidewalks and
of the glorious possibilities that await you come next September.
danger of embarrassment.
Relaxing lunch periods instead of rushing, stuffing your face, and
If the beautiful reality of parking spots does not get you juniors
speeding back to the school to get a parking spot. And no more
excited for senior year, picture this scenario: It is a Friday afternoon.
boring study hall periods. Instead, you will get 48 minutes of
Your homework is done, school is almost over, and it is a beautiful
freedom to pursue the activity of your choice.
day outside. You, however, are not out enjoying the rare good Ohio
So as Brian from Friday Night Lights advises the senior football
weather. You are stuck in the cafeteria. Your iPod battery is dead,
players, “You remember every minute of this. You’re 17, but it goes
you are forbidden from talking to your friend sitting right next to you,
fast.. Don’t waste a second of it.”
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Spring play teaches tolerance

F

ound 18 hours after the crime, he was
miraculously still breathing. Bound to the
bottom of a pole, the only places on Matthew Shepard’s face not covered with blood
were those cleared by the trails of his tears.
His head was distorted and a pool of partially
dry blood was underneath him.
Hindsight is said to be 20/20, and the
world’s history of intolerance is no exception to this rule. When people hear the word
“discrimination,” they may automatically think
of World War II, or the assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. These events have
been analyzed and discussed, but many
people fail to look beyond them to realize that
even though the Holocaust is over, and the
Bus Boycott has ended, tolerance is still an
enormous issue in our current society.
Flipping through the news channels,
viewers will always find themselves watching a story about a homicide, a suicide, an
accident that turned into a death or other
depressing events. However, not all stories
are sensationsalistic stories, and there are
depressing stories worth sorting out to learn
something from rather than sympathize with.
These stories are proof that intolerance is
still present, though the discrimination is not

quite as obvious as six million people being
murdered simply because of their religious
background. Discrimination, and the hate
crimes which spawn from it, can be seen in
a school shooting at a previously peaceful
college, or the hanging of nooses in a tree
under which an African American boy sat.
Other acts of intolerance do not make
it all the way to the media, yet their impact
is still just as powerful. A boy in a math
class comments that something is “so gay,”
a teenager tells a joke at the expense of
an African American. Both are examples
of subtle acts of the intolerance in which
many Americans are not even aware of
participating in. And as people laugh off
these stabs at race, religion, sexuality and
ethnicity, pretending they are “no big deal,”
other people silently steam, and finally an
explosion is waiting to happen.
As the comments that may seem insignificant manifest into action, our world changes
for the worse. This was the case with
Shepard, the young man from Laramie who
suffered a violent beating—and ultimately
death—for his homosexuality. Since then,
the story of his town and how it reacted,
“The Laramie Project,” has become a book,
a movie and a play prompting people to
ponder its message of acceptance.

Good choices make prom memorable

S

he had waited for this day since she
was a little girl. Now, she was ready.
She had on her elegant, sparkling dress,
her long curls were pinned up perfectly,
her nails were polished in a flawless
French manicure and her new heels completed the ensemble.
When her charming date picked her
up, they headed to a friend’s house to
take pictures before her senior prom.
However, when they arrived at the
house, they did not see friendly chatting
and cameras flashing; instead, they saw
J essica
shot glasses and beer cans throughBanchefsky, ’09
out the house. But what could they
do? Her date smiled and handed her a
bottle. Hours later, she was turned away at the doors of her prom,
broken-hearted as she walked towards the trashed limo.
After the events from last year’s prom, it seems ridiculous that
students would risk falling into a similar situation again. After all, are
a couple of shots of liquor and feeling slightly tipsy really worth missing your high school prom?
These days, the question remains: Is it possible to have fun
without the presence of alcohol? After the results of last year’s
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I think those
without stars
should be
behind bars!
Editorial Cartoon|Courtesy Tyler karling

S taff editorial

With the drama department’s decision to
perform this play, UAHS students, faculty and
community have an opportunity to examine
their beliefs. This opportunity should be taken
advantage of; perhaps teachers could even
offer extra credit for attendance at the play. Its
message of tolerance is another opportunity
for us to evaluate our acceptance of others
from backgrounds different from our own—or
at least the opportunity to recognize the need
for more tolerance in our world.

prom, some of us are left to wonder.
Perhaps if students took the time to consider the consequences
of their actions, they would think twice before drinking. For starters,
last year, after being turned away from the prom, some students
learned that pre-prom drinking offers no protection from detection.
Additionally, some students were punished even further with
suspensions. And if the student was the star of the lacrosse team?
That position was lost due to the athletic code that was signed at the
beginning of the season. On top of all of these negative results, many
students had to endure the wrath of their parents, who were upset by
their children’s poor decisions and could no longer trust them.
After all, there is a drinking age for a reason. Parents and the
administration at the high school are obligated to take drinking incidents seriously because it is the law.
In the end, how would you want to remember your prom? Do
you only want to remember the awkward group photos that your
parents took? Or do you want to recall the details, which would
otherwise be forgotten after alcohol consumption, such as your
dates goofy, embarrassing dance moves to “Cotton Eye Joe” as he
attempted to impress you, but failed miserably?
The precious memories made will all be forgotten, replaced by
vague recollections of a crazy night. Not being able to fully remember
the events of prom night will not only be frustrating but disappointing.
So think twice about your decision—remember the consequences.
Before April 26 rolls around, know what decision you are going to
make. Avoid getting caught up in the moment and making a choice
that you may regret. Don’t drink and dance—just don’t.
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Habeeba’s
Bellydancing
Largest studio
in the Midwest
since 1971

Ladies welcome to visit!
Monday - Thursday: 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday: 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday: 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Register NOW! (614) 486-3991
Convenient Grandview location!
1666 W. 1st Ave., Columbus, OH 43212

DeSantis

FLORISTS INC.

865 DESANTIS COURT
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43214
CUSTOMER
10% GOOD
DISCOUNT CARD
(In town delivery only)
http://www.ftd.com/desantisflor
614-451-4414

Support
our school!
Join the
UAHS PTO!

www.habeebas.com

Tremont Pharmacy
Your complete family pharmacy

Giant Eagle #6511
1798 Kingsdale Center, Tremont Rd.
Columbus, OH 43221
Phone: 614.457.4751
Fax: 614.457.1534

We Have All Your Prom
Floral Needs!

2144 Tremont Road
Columbus, OH 43221
(614) 488-2625

Proudly serving
the businesses in
our community
for over 40 years
Columbus • Cleveland • Cincinnati • Raleigh • www.szd.com

